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MEET BOB

 
Bob is a Caribbean flamingo, from the 
island of Curaçao. His life took a dramatic 
turn when he flew into a hotel window, 
leaving him severely concussed. He was 
cared for by my cousin Odette Doest, a 
local vet who also runs a wildlife 
rehabilitation centre and conservation 
charity – the Fundashon Dier en 
Onderwijs Cariben (FDOC).

Existing disabilities meant Bob couldn’t 
be released, but instead he became 
ambassador for FDOC, which educates 
the loca l community about the 
importance of protecting the island’s 
wildlife.



OUR FINE ART PRINTS

 
Jasper Doest Photography is dedicated to 
producing fine art prints of the highest 
quality. With careful media selection and 
handling and acute attention to detail and 
color, each of our prints is produced and 
inspected individually in our studio. 

Using professional fine-art photographic 
printers, archival pigment inks, and the 
archival print media listed below, our 
process produces beautiful prints with 
refined accuracy and exceptional print 
permanence ratings.

All proceeds from this collection will be 
donated to FDOC’s conservation and 
education program.
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FineArt Cotton paper (matt)

The white cotton artist’s paper, with its 
characteristic, wonderfully soft feel, 
boasts a lightly defined felt structure, 
lending each artwork a three- dimensional 
appearance and impressive pictorial 
depth. 

Combined with the matt finish, this paper 
produces outstanding prints that feature 
brilliant colours, deep blacks, striking 
contrasts and perfect reproduction of 
detail.

FineArt Cotton paper (gloss)

The natural white paper comes in a 
pleasant, warm shade of white and 
contains no optical brighteners. The 
exquisite surface texture gives the paper 
a lovely, delicate feel while at the same 
time lending it an artistic note. 

The combination of the cotton artist 
paper and high-gloss finish lends FineArt 
prints a striking character with a 
beautiful, elegant sheen, without glare. 

FINE ART PRINT MEDIA
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IMAGE COLLECTION
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PRICING

Size Print Matted*

20 x 30 cm € 115 € 145

30 x 45 cm € 250 € 285

40 x 60 cm € 600 -

50 x 75 cm € 1000 -

Larger sizes on request -

Size Print Matted*

8 x 12 inch € 115 € 145

12 x 18 inch € 250 € 285

16 x 24 inch € 600 -

20 x 30 inch € 1000 -

Larger sizes on request -

* Our standard matting is done in-house and is available for standard prints up to 45 cm’s / 18 inches

For more information on our fine art prints and finishing or special requests, please contact us at prints@jasperdoest.com

mailto:prints@jasperdoest.com
mailto:prints@jasperdoest.com
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ABOUT

 
Jasper Doest is a Dutch photographer who 
works at the divide between the natural 
world and mankind, while creating visual 
stories that provide an insight in the non-
human lives we share this planet with.

As an ecology major Jasper knows human 
life depends on everything our planet has 
t o offe r, y e t h e r e c o g n i s e s t h e 
unsustainable nature of the current 
human patterns of consumption. Through 
his photographic work he gives a voice to 
the natural world and tries to bridge the 
gap between the natural world and 
ourselves. 

As a true believer in the power of 
photography to initiate change, Jasper is a 
Senior Fellow of the International League 
of Conservation Photographers and a 
Dutch World Wildlife Fund ambassador. 

His work has been contributing to 
international journals such as National 
Geographic Magazine,  Smithsonian 
Magazine and GEO and rece ived 
numerous awards, including World Press 
Photo and Wildlife Photographer of the 
Year.


